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About WebEye

WebEye's transportation solutions focus on 

the wide-scale analysis of vehicle parameters, 

fast and efficient communication and cutback 

on fuel use, among others.

 Foundation: 2001

 More than 4800 customers

 More than 56.000 active units

 Presence in 14 countries

 350+ expert staff
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Main solutions:

Sofőrnyilvántartás 

Driving time monitoring and 

tachograph memory download
CMR scanning and archiving 

Temperature monitoring Electronic toll declaration

Fuel measurement Vehicle diagnostics

Alarms Trailer identification

Communication Abroad daily fee calculation

Driving style analysis Real time tracking



Our network

 Austria

 Bulgaria

 Czeh Republic

 Croatia

 Hungary

 Germany

 Poland

 Russia

 Portugal

 Romania

 Slovakia

 Slovenia

 Serbia (reseller)

 Ukraine (reseller)





PRESENTATION

HISTORY
In January 2005, the first truck service 

has been inaugurated. 

The activity of transport has improved 

and developed every year, the fleet 

totalizing 50 trucks.

In January 2008 has begun the building 

of the new administrative centre and of 

the second auto service unity. 

In present, out fleet contains 154 trucks.
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DIANTHUS COMPANY

Dianthus Company was founded in 1993, with 100% Romanian private capital.

The company has 2 shareholders with equal parts, Mr. Adrian Alexandru DINOIU and 

Mr. Gheorghe Nicolae Florescu, Mr. DINOIU also  performing as GENERAL 

MANAGER. 

Over the years the company has continuously grown now reaching  a total of over 

400 employees and a fleet of 350 trucks.

Our clients are representative companies  from various domains, with mainly of them 

activating in the automotive industry

WebEYE

Friendly interface Real-time information

Switching from a single-branded fleet to a multi-branded fleet has put us in a 

position to look for a new telematics solution that meets the three operational 

requirements of our company:

- dispatching;

- driving style monitoring

- operational reports

Anywhere in Europe with DIANTHUS
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Dispatching

Each truck brand has its own solution, with different parameters, different maps.    

It was difficult for us to use more solutions in parallel. Dispatchers do not have time 

to look in parallel on multiple maps. We need real-time information, especially since 

there are situations where the transport price is negotiated directly, and the 

dispatcher must see precisely which is the closest truck available on the optimum 

route.

Dispatchers work with the two applications for planning and effective dispatching 

(country codes, fleet positioning) on a single screen and this helps them to gain 

time, and WebEye has proven to be more than a mere replacement of telematics 

solutions we have previously used.

Also, one aspect that should be mentioned is related to driving times. WebEye 

provides real-time information (one click on the car and you have the information -

driving program available on that day and until the end of the week), while other 

solutions need to run a report.

The WebEye Alarm application monitors the good course of the transport, signaling 

in real-time leaving the route more than 1 km.
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Driving style monitoring

Driving style at a level that generates fuel economy

To improve drivers' driving style, WebEye has created a very complex application 

in terms of tracking.

The new solution has changed our way of understanding drivers' mistakes 

because the other monitoring systems previously used provided a small number 

of parameters that did not allow us to understand each time where drivers were 

wrong in order to correct them. Having access to more parameters, we have been 

able to work on the "fine tuning" of driver driving style.

Dianthus drivers are evaluated after each trip, but there is also an assessment 

during the transport, carried out by a four-person department dedicated to 

monitoring our fleet of 300 trucks.
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A good example is braking. When we started monitoring, in 2011, we had about 200 

breakings / hundred kilometers, and today we have reached an average of all the 

fleet under 40 braking. Of course, this has implicitly led to an increase in coasting 

and thus lower fuel consumption.

Other examples of fuel saving parameters include braking / retarding ratio, braking 

intensity, acceleration pedal, speed, free running parameters and help in identifying 

driver behavior.

Excessive use of the brake pedal leads to both high consumption and premature wear of the 

braking system. The Webeye reports provide us with clear clues about the braking intensity, 

the retarder drive mode or the ratio between them.
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Dianthus fleet is limited to 85km / h this reduction in speed, 

saving over 1l / 100km. The Webeye speed report also includes 

GPS speed, which helps us have a clear idea of what's 

happening on the route.

At the same time, the correct use of braking systems and correct acceleration have led to increased free run, perhaps one of the most important 

parameters. This has made the average fleet consumption drop from 34% in 2011 to 29% in 2017 and the new Scania fleet to stand at 27%.

Athletic walking, sudden start or incorrect gear changes can be seen by analyzing the ratio 

between pedal acceleration and torque distribution. On-site departures generate the highest 

fuel consumption and sudden abrupt take-offs can generate values of 400l / 100km! 

Fortunately, with the Webeye reports, we were able to eliminate this issue definitively.
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Operational reports

For the Department of accounts, the History application generates roadmaps, the truck 

daily activity report, the fuel feed report, etc.

For the  Technical Department, WebEYE provides the E-tachograph service that allows 

to remotely download the frame and tachograph without having to move the truck to the 

company's headquarters or in specialized centers. When reading the tachograph we 

report the deviations from road traffic laws committed by the driver.

In order to comply with labor law in EU countries (MILOG, MACRON), detailed reports 

on the working schedule of drivers in each country are generated.

The WebEYE system allows us to automatically declare the toll tax in Hungary, without 

the need for additional windshield mounting and additional maneuvers on the part of the 

driver (connecting the appliance, monitoring the operation of the machine).

One element in addition to previous telematics systems is that WebEYE stores these 

reports for ten years.
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Future plans

We have requirements for e-CMR and its transmission in real time (posed, 

scanned). We're looking for a way to transmit images and, besides CMR, we want 

to send picturesrelated to how trucks are loaded and pictures related to possible 

incidents.

We are currently testing a WebEYE tablet with access to several applications: 

pictures, document scanning, messaging, barcode scanning, the ability to send 

the status of the race to the dispatcher.

Customers are pushing for an acceleration in the implementation of new 

technologies, we think the next years will brings spectacular developments and 

we are convinced that WebEYE will respond fully to all market demands



Thank you for your attention


